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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present energy-efficient soft error (E-tolerant
techniques for digital signal processing (DSP) systems. The proposed technique, referred to as algorithmic soft error-tolerance
(ASET), employs an low-complexity estimator of a main DSP block
to guarantee reliability in presence of soft errors either in the MDSP
or the estimator. For FIR filtering, it is shown that the proposed
technique provides robustness to soft error rates of up to Pc, =
lo-' in single-event upset (SEU). It is also shown that the proposed techniques provide 40%
61% savings in power dissipation over that achieved via triple modula redundancy (TMR) when
the desired signal-to-noise ratio SNQI., = 25 35 dB.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid scaling of CMOS process technology has resulted in significant improvements in power consumption and throughput. However, reduced feature sizes and voltages make current and future
systems vulnerable to deep submicmn (DSM) noise [ I ] and SOT
enurs due to alpha particles, high-energy neutrons, and thermal
neutrons of cosmic radiation [21-[41.
Soft errors in semiconductor memories are a known concern
for many years. Error-control codes (ECC) are currently being
employed to combat soft errors in memories. In the past, soft errors in logic and data-path circuits were not a problem because
these get masked [6]through the following three mechanisms: I )
attenuation of noise pulses as it propagates through a logic chain
(electrical masking), 2) logic values overiding the noisy input (lagicolrnasking), and 3) noise pulse missing the latch set-up and hold
timing window (latching-window inasking).
However, these masking mechanisms become less effective
with reduction in feature size, increase in clock frequency, and
reduction in pipelining depth of modern architectures. It has been
shown that the critical charge which flips the internal state of logic
gate approaches 4fC in 0.13pm technology [ 5 ] . Therefore, the
soft error rate in logic circuits is expected to increase nine orders
of magnitude from 1992 to 2011 161 to the point where soft error rates in logic will equal that of unprotected memoty smctures.
Indeed, the 2001 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) refers to error-tolerance as a design challenge for
the next decade [7].

2. SOFTERROR

In this section, we first discuss the soft error model then review the
triple modular redundancy (TMR) and algorithmic noise tolerance
(ANT).
2.1. Soft Ermr Model

Soft errors are caused by alpha particles emitted by packaging malerials and cosmic ray neutrons [3]. These high-energy particles
(10'
10'' eV) traverse through the silicon substrate and generate electron-hole pairs which may get absorbed by drain nodes in
the circuit resulting in a voltage noise pulse.
Since the particle emission is a true nuclear event, it has random characteristic and the events are independent to each other. As
the technology scales, node upsetting charge QCritreduces proportionally while the number of node per chip increases and clock
periodlpipeline depth reduces, resulting in high soft error rate in
system level.
The output ya[n]of the DSP system in the presence of soft
errors can be written as
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where y.[n] denotes the enor-free output composed of a desired
signal d[n]and channel noise ~[n].
and 7[n]is the soft error signal
with non-zero probability.
Assuming 2's complement number representation, an N 1bit representation of the original ouput yJn] can be represented
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In this paper, we extend our past work on combating deep
submicron (DSM) noise [I1]{14] referred to as algorithmic noisetolerance (ANT). An ANTbased system has a noisy main DSP
(MDSP) block and an error-control (EC) block that detects and
corrects errors in the MDSP block. A key underlying assumption
in our past work is that the EC block is error-free. The rationale
for this assumption is based on the observation that EC blocks are
much smallerthan the MDSP and hence can be designed to be immune from DSM noise source as voltagdfrequency scaling, process variation, ground bounce. etc.. Since this assumption is not
valid when soft errors arise due to alpha particles and cosmic rays,
we relax this assumption in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce
soft error model and TMR technique in Section II.Next, we provide the soft error-tolerant ANT (ASET) technique and its performance analysis in Section m. Simulation results and discussion
are provided in Section IV.
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of ASET.
Fig. 1. Illustration of sort error event in a niultiply-and-accumulate
(MAC) block. The dotted blocks indicate the presence of a logic
crror.

applied for soft error tolerance, since the error-free assumption of
estimator is no longer valid.

as

3. ALGORITHMICSOFT ERROR-TOLERANCE

N

yo[n] = -bo

+Xb;Z-'.

(2)

In this section, we assume the commonly used single event upset
(SEU) model for soft error where any single internal node anywhere in the system can generate transient error during any clock
period. Thus, TMR technique can perfectly detect and correct SEW
and hence is a benchmark for comparison of energy-efficiency.

;=I

In addition, we define the flip variable f ; which indicates whether
the ith output bit is flipped. If the ith bit is flipped by soft error,
then f ; = 1 and f ; = 0 otheiwise. The rationale for employing
flip vector is that even though soft error can occur any node inside
the MDSP, it is the latch that generates and propagates error. If the
Rip vector f at time unit n is given, i.e., f = ( f o , f i , . . . , f N ) ,
then the actual output y.[n] is
N

yJn] = -(bo

efo)+ E(bi@ f ; ) Z - ' ,

(3)
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where @ is an XOR operation. If we assume that each f i is i.i.d
and equiprobable, and yo[n]is uniform, then the pdf of y is shown
to be

f r ( r ) - ~ ( z - l y l ) + ( l - p , ) 6 ( r ) , rE(--2,-2) (4)
2.2. ErrorINoise Tolerance
Redundancy based techniques are popular for combating soft errors in a computational units. Redundancy can be either spatial or
temporal or both. Triple modular redundancy (TMR) 191, [IS]is a
redundancy based technique that includes three identical MDSPs
and employs the majority voting for the error control. Since it is
very unlikely for two identical units to be in error at the same time,
TMR is very effective in removing soft error and conceptually easy
to implement. However, it has high penalty on power and area.
In ANT technique, a low-complexity estiinator h, [n]for errorfree MDSP output yo[n] is employed for error control. In the decision block, the estimator output y.[n] is compared to ya[n]. If
the difference metric d(y,[n], ye[n]) = I ya[n] - y.[n] I is greater
than a prespecified threshold Thlthen y.[nl is used as a corrected
output. Otherwise y,[n] is chosen. Due to the estimation noise
e[.]
= yo[n] - yJn] arised by the imperfect error correction,
there exists a slight residual noise in ANT output 9[n]. However,
if the impact of soft error is within the noise margin of system,
the system does not suffer any algorithmic performance loss. In
fact, ANT has been effectively used for combating deep submicron (DSM) noise [ I l]-[13]. Note, however, it cannot be directly

3.1. ASET
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed spatial ASET
technique. The MDSP block executes a majority of signal processing tasks while the error control (EC) block detects and corrects
errors. The decision block compares the MDSP output y.[n] and
first estimator (El)output ye,l[n]. If the metric d(y,[n], &,I [F])
is smaller than T h then ya[n] is chosen as the output. Otherwise,
an additional comparison checks whether the outputs of E l and
El are equal, Le., y.,~[n] = y.,.[n]. If they are equal, MDSP
error is declared otherwise an estimator error is declared. In case
of MDSP error, we choose p[n]= y,,>[n]. In case of an estimator
error, we choose c[n] = yo[n]. Error control in spatial ASETcan
be summarized as

3.2. Estimator
The role of the estimator is to generate ye[n] which is close to
noiseless MDSP output y.[n] with low complexity. We first describe the RPR and then discuss prediction estimator.
I ) Reduced Precision Redundancy (RPR) based Estimator:
A reduced precision redundancy (RPR) estimator [ 131 employs a
rcplica of the MDSP with reduced precision operands. The RPR
is given by
estimator output y,,,,,[n]
N-l

~ ~ , ~ ~ ~h7[&.[n
[ n l =- k1

(6)

k=O

where h, [n]and xv[n] are the truncated versions of the MDSP filter coefficient and input, respectively. When an error is detected
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using (5). y,,,,,[n] is employed as the final output. Since the LSB
quantization noise a:,rprof RPR is sufficiently small for a reasonable replica precision and error happens infrequently, the overall
impact on performance is insignificant. Indeed, RPR satisfies the
desired performance with only small margin. In addition, RPR can
he employed for a wide range of bandwidths because the quantization noise is not quite related to the bandwidth of systems.
2) Forward-predicfor based Estirnafor: In a prediction-based
estimator [ll], a low-complexity fonvard predictor is employed
for estimating the current filter output y,,[n] from the past MDSP
outputs y,[n - k], k > 0. Since the adjacent outputs of MDSP are
highly correlated for a sufficiently narrowband filter, an Np-tap
predictor generates an estimate yesrd[n] to be used as an output
when the soft error occurs. The output of N,-tap forward predictor

."

Np-l

Y~.,&I

hp[k1y[n - k - 11

=

(7)

k=O

where hp[n] is obtained by solving the Wiener-Hopf equation. In
general, the predictor performs well in narrowband systems and
environments with low probability p. of particle hits. However, a
prediction performance degrades severely as the filter bandwidth
increases and therefore fails in a wide bandwidth systems.

PucF.
Pd.?., Pf.. and PneF,
respectively. In addition, we denote
16, I:, 1: and? as a random variable of y,[n], y<[n],ye[n] and
y[n], respectively. Note, due to the stationary assumption, we drop
the time index n. The following theorem describes the noise performance of an ASET-based system.

4. ASET PEFORMANCE ANALYSIS
4.1. Design criterion

Theorem 1 The Iasidual rimzn square error (rMSEJ0:- of soff
error 7?[n]is given 613

The corrected output $[n] of ASET can he written as

jrbl

= Yo["]

+ rrbl

(8)

where r7[n]is the residual noise of soft error after error correction.
In order to meet a specific desired SNR (SA'&.,),
the SNR
(signal-to-noise ratio) at the output in the presence of soft error
needs to satisfy:

ai

where and a: are the powers of desired signal d[n] and channel
noire q[n]. rcrpectively. and a:. I) the pouer of ?,[!I] Kesnting
(YJ, u c ohtain the follouing condition forthe twdual noi\e p<iuer

The resulting rMSE a;r in ( I I ) depends on the 1) channel condition be)
and 2) effectiveness of ASET scheme, i.e., performance
of estimator (ye[n] y.[n]) and the decision threshold Th.

-
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4.2. Residual Mean Square Error

Fundamentally, ASET exploits the trade-off between the channel
noise power ai and the residual noise power due to soft error a;?.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, we can achieve the desired performance
SNQ,. with only slight margin.
By employing the decision rule provided in Section II.B, four
possible decision events can happen. The soft error r[n] can go undetected if it is small enough. This undetected error (UER) event
will result in $[n] = y. [n]. If r[n]is large enough then the error is
detected. The detected error (DER) event results in the proper decision o[n] = y.[n]. In case of no error (NER)event, Le., r[.] =
0, original output will be chosen, Le., e[n] = y.[n] = y,[n].
However, when the threshold Th is less than the magnitude of estimation noise e[.] = yo[n] - y.[n], a false alarm error (FER)
event can occur and thus ye[.] is falsely chosen as an output. We
denote the probability of UER, DER, FER and NER events to he

In this subsection, we present the detailed residual MSE analysis
of ASET in SEU condition. In obtaining the results, we use the
soft error model in (4). In addition, we assume that the estimation
noise ~ [ n =
] y.[n] - y.[n] is uniform over a sufficiently small
region around 0.
We first investigate the noise power for each disjoint event.
One can show that ut,, is given by

a:.,

= E [ I & - ya 1'
1
~:+iTh,
y

I lye -

5 Th 1
(18)

where a: is the pure estimation noise power of estimator. In case
of DER event, since the estimator output is chosen, a,&? = a:.
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Fig. 5. Simulation setup for ASET
5. DISCUSSION AND SlMULATlON RESULTS
I n this section, we study the performance and power savings of

the proposed ASET techniques over the MDSP, ANT, and TMR in
the context of frequency selective filtering. In all simulations, we
employ RPR scheme as an estimator for ASET. We first describe
the simulation setup and then present the simulation results.

5.1. Simulation Setup

Fig. 4. rMSE ut, vs. Th

depends quadratically on Th and always greater
Note that
than a&?. In addition, u&. is
Uj8?

= E[11%- 1:

12

I 1%

- Ye/
> Th]

With these, we are now able to find the opliinal threshold T:

Figure 5 illustrates the system being considered. The MDSP block
is a filter that extracts a signal dl [n]in the presence of other signals
d&], &In] and white Gaussian noise source ~ [ n ] .
I ) Soj? error generation and injection: In order to emulate the
realistic single event upset environment, we implemented a gate
level multiplier-and-accumulator (MAC). When a particle hit occurs, randomly selected internal node is Ripped and all the subsequent logic networks are affected accordingly. Panicle hit block is
chosen based on the area ratio so that the victim node location can
be either the MDSP or the estimator. Assuming the probability of
error in the entire system to he P,,, the probability of error in the
MDSP pe and each estimator pi of ASET are given by

Theorem 2 Tlte opti~rzur,~
threshold that rninirrlizes the rMSE utF
ofASET is the sraririium estirtzatiofi noise Dehvecn y,[n]arid ye [n],
i.c.,
TC = cmsx = maxi
yo[n]- Y & I ]I.
(20)
Van
As an example, for the case of a 30-tap FIR filter (w, = 0 . 2 ~ )
with 16 bit MDSP and 8 bit replica estimator, the rMSE performance for the threshold Th variation is shown in Fig. 4. As the
Th decreases from T i , the performance drops rapidly due to the
abrupt increase in FER probability. Whereas, when Th > Th.,the
performance degrades gradually due to the increase in UER probability. In this case, performance is not quite sensitive to the m a l l
change in threshold. Hence we can choose the Th which can he
implemented easily.
Using the optimum threshold in (20), only DER and UER
event contribute to the noise power. Thus, (1 1) is simplified to

where Amdo,, and A,,t are the area of MDSP and estimator, respectively.
2 ) Systerri speci/cafion: Each signal diln] used in our simulation has a bandwidth of 0.2511 with a guard hand of 0 . 1 ~ .In
addition, a Gaussian noise having -30 dB below the signal level
is added at the receiver. In order to extract the desired signal, a
low-pass filter having cutoff frequency of 0 . 3 is~ employed.
The error-free desired output S N R and S N R of the ASET
techniques are given by
0
:
SNRaeet = lolog,, 7

(25)

'd-9
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p d e v 0,"

1

N

pwr

dm
2

Ped f ,P,,,em,.
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(21)

where
= E[ld[n]- g[n]12].
We assume SN&,, = 25 dB where the MDSP is designed to
have a 1 dB margin for all techniques except TMR. Note that TMR
is designed without any margin because it can perfectly correct
ermrs under the SEW assumption. The original MDSP can provide
this S N R with 33-tap (30-tap in case of TMR) MDSP filter along
with 16 x 16 (b = 16) multipliers. The replica estimator has 8 x 8
(b, = 8 ) multipliers with the same number of taps as the MDSP
block.

(22)

It is interesting to note that the first term of (22) is due to the imperfection of error control scheme and the second term is due to
the imperfection of error detection scheme. In case of TMR, which
is the extreme of spatial ASET, 6,"= 0 and P,,, = 0 and hence
Ut" = 0.
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Fig. 6. SNR performance of ASET schemes vs.
ronment.

P,, in SEU envi-

Fig. 7.Power savings vs. P,,
Conj on Dependable Sjstsurrrr arid Nerworks, pp. 389 -398,

5.2. Simulation Results

2002.

Figure 6 shows output SNRs for all techniques. We see that the
final output S N R for the system without any error control drops
to lo-’. Since the
severely (18dB) as PeFincreases from
error control of ANT scheme fails when the soft errors occur in
the estimator, the S N R loss becomes significant, i.e., > 13 dB
i f Pev = lo-’. Whereas, the plots of ASET lie exactly on top
of each other and maintain the Sh’R until Pe7approaches lo-’
providing more than three orders of magnitude improvement in
soft error tolerance over the original MDSP.
In order to evaluate the power savings of the proposed techniques over the TMR technique, we searched the precision of replica
estimator for each value of Pe,. The resulting power savings for
P,,variation is shown in Fig. 7, where 40% to 61% power savings
can be achieved from Per= lo-’ to Per = lo@.
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